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FOREWORD
As Political Member in the Cabinet Office it is my
pleasure to present this update. In June 2015 the
Isle of Man Government launched the Digital
Strategy version 0.1. Focus groups had helped
highlight the clear demand for change and the
opportunities for more services to be delivered and
supported using digital means. A public survey
emphasised the need to deliver more services
online, the importance of customer consent and a
desire to simplify information and promote access
to more services online.
The original strategy had a “digital vision to
improve the access to and quality of public services
in a way that provides better value to everyone in
the Isle of Man” and set out a clear pathway for
delivering this across government and the public
sector.
The original strategy set clear targets for
Government as a whole and for individual
departments to invest in new ways of serving the
public, better ways of informing the public and to
construct a transparent system for interacting with
government services.
I would like to thank all those members of the
public who have helped us develop the strategy and
deliver on the potential of increased digital services.
I would also like to thank all those public workers
and those in Government Technology Service (GTS)
who have made this reality.

Three years on and this update shows the progress
we have already made and the considerable
benefits already delivered. We now take for granted
that individuals can access an increasing number of
Government services on-line but the fact that now
44% of people file their tax returns online is
tremendous progress. This saves time for both the
individual and the Treasury staff which can then be
spent providing other services more efficiently.
The update shows major advances in the health
sector which will improve patient safety and free
front-line staff from bureaucracy to provide even
better patient care. The ongoing work on the police
core system will cut down paperwork, increase
information sharing and hopefully allow police
officers to spend more time with the public to keep
our Island safe.
Passengers have benefited from Wi-Fi on our buses,
online journey planners and being able to pay for
journeys using cards rather than cash whilst car
drivers can now register and tax their vehicles from
the comfort of their own home.
A lot has already been accomplished but the update
shows what else can and will be done. Government
services will continue to evolve and improve,
working for our customers and developing new
ways to make responses quicker, easier and more
efficient. The update lists the considerable financial
investment already made but the clear benefits both

in financial
terms and
also
improved
and better
services.
We are now
established
as a digital
Isle with a IT
literate
population
and a
thriving
information based economy. This does not mean
that we have forgotten those who are unable, for
whatever reason to get online. We are committed to
improving digital inclusion and this is lead by my
Cabinet Office colleague, the Minister for Policy and
Reform. Earlier this month it was the topic for
discussion at the recent British Irish Council
Ministerial meeting.
I hope this update demonstrates the real progress
already made to make a paper strategy a reality and
the future potential for all of our Island.

Dr Alex Allinson MHK
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INTRODUCTION
In June 2015, the Isle of Man
Governments Digital Strategy was
launched with the key objective to
use digital technology to improve
Government for the good of the
Island.
The Digital Strategy is a wide
ranging and ambitious programme
of change and reform and is an
evolution rather than a revolution;
digital working does however
require a revolution in thinking and
a collaborative approach. Although
online services are a core part of
our digital front door, the Digital
Strategy reaches across all of our
services across Government.
This document provides a review of
progress since the publication of
version 0.1 of the Digital Strategy in
June 2015 and the last version of
the digital priorities set out in
December 2016.

VISION
Isle of Man Government's digital vision is to improve the access to and
quality of public services in a way that provides better value to everyone in
the Isle of Man. Our future Digital Services are those which are fully
automated and controlled by the customer. They will be so simple,
convenient and compelling, that those who can will choose to use them.

STRATEGIC AIMS
A minimum saving of £5m to
be achieved within 5 years
ensuring the programme is
cost neutral across the period

Online uptake of transactional
services at 80% by volume
within 5 years with 50% by the
end of the current
administration.

Further indirect savings and
service improvements of £5m
to be achieved within 5 years

Achieve a top quartile place in
the rankings of the Capgemini
EU eGovernment Benchmark
2018
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OUR DIGITAL JOURNEY SO FAR
The three principles of Thinking Digitally, Acting Together and
Learning Intelligently, supported by the nine themes continue to
sit across all areas of Government supporting the Digital Strategy
vision and strategic objectives.
There are six programmes representing the main Government
departments together with three enabling Digital Programmes.
These Programmes are well established and their achievements to

date are extensive with ambitious plans for the continuing Digital
Strategy journey.
The Digital Programmes have had to adapt and respond flexibly to
opportunities and challenges as the strategy developed. Due to the
constant evolution of technology and changing Government
priorities, the Digital Programmes have to be agile and react to
demand. This is evident when we look at the Digital Strategy
Programme priorities in the original Digital Strategy and the
priorities updated in December 2016 against what we have
collectively delivered to date.
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
The pace of digital innovation in the global health
environment is staggering. Although the Island had
introduced digital working into GPs and Mental
Health Services before the Digital Strategy, other
areas such as Nobles were lagging behind UK
counterparts.



TeleMed Stroke – reduction in bed days through
quicker discharge earlier and targeted treatment



Order Comms System – electronic medical test
requests and returns enhancing patient safety



Patient Bedside Ordering – digitisation of
hospital patient meal ordering system to reduce
food wastage, stationary and administrative
costs

Since the formation of the Health & Social Care
Digital Programme there have been major
achievements by taking full advantage of the pace
of technological advances to deliver cutting edge
digital services, which in many cases now puts us
ahead of our UK and other global counterparts.



What have we achieved?

What are we working on?







GP EMIS Web System in Community Care
Services – introduction of EMIS Web on mobile
device platforms for access to a single patient
record in Primary Care, including the ability to
refer patients to clinical specialities within the
EMIS web system
Track and Trigger Patient Track Initial Delivery
– enables rapid escalation of urgent care cases
to necessary medical teams
Nobles Digital Health Record – electronic
document management system enabling the
current practices with manual filing to end and
ensuring clinicians have up to date patient
information at each appointment



Health Roster – providing better use of all
available substantive contracted hours so that
bank utilisation is minimised

Clinical Noting and Assessments – to remove
50% of the current paper generating clinical
noting processes and procedures with a
standardised and centrally controlled digital
alternative



Maternity System – resolves current limitations
of existing tools to undertake complex analysis
of maternity patient outcomes



EMIS EPR Viewer for Community Pharmacies –
allowing Pharmacists role based access to GP
EMIS patient records



Mental Health Online Counselling Trail –
procuring, on a trial basis a web based
counselling service platform that can be utilised
to provide a facility to support patients with low-

level mental health issues, fulfilling the
commitment made in the 2015-2020 Mental
Health Strategy


Occupational Health Digitisation – to provide
the Occupational Health service with a paperless
clinical record and administration system



EPMA - Digital medicines management and
prescription system which will provide cashable
waste avoidance and efficiency savings.



Safety & Quality Risk Management System –
improved efficiency in issue identification,
analysis, learning and error prevention with
enhanced cross-departmental risk assessment/
management and complaints handling

What’s coming next?


DHSC Single Sign On – bring increased
efficiency in the use of clinical applications



Replacement Renal System – improved
compliance with clinical governance best
practices
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EDUCATION AND SPORT
Before the Digital Strategy, technology was already
a key enabler in schools and we had a good track
record of technical innovation. However we lacked
solid systems supporting primary education and
had not fully embraced digital as a channel with
teaching remaining largely classroom based and
reliant on paper.
The Education and Sport Digital Programme has
accelerated the pace of digital change,
transforming teaching options and reducing costs,
through digitisation, of paper and cash based
processes. The key aim to ensure every student can
unlock their full potential remains at the heart of
the digital programme.

What have we achieved?


Virtual Learning Platform – It’s Learning online
learning platform allowing students to access
learning materials and learn independently of
the classroom



Supply Teacher Booking System – online
registration and assignment booking for all IOM
supply teachers



NSC Online – online booking portal for activities

at NSC providing pre booking, pre-payment and
customer management of the booking,
improving customer experience and streamlining
processes


School Self Review & Evaluation – online
module enabling all schools to complete and
review their self evaluation for the department



Media Streaming – online platform for the
hosting and streaming of learning media to all
schools



School Administration MIS Platform – providing
improved management information for schools



Student Awards – improve the back office
system improving the processing time



College Student Portal – delivers an integrated
view into the college’s website allowing online
booking of courses



Parent Pay Secondary Schools – removing cash,
improving processes and experience for parents
Villa Gaiety Website - new website providing a
better user experience across multiple platforms



What are we working on?


Parent Pay Primary Schools – removing cash,
improving processes and experience for parents



CCTV installation - multiple CCTV installations
(NSC nearly complete and schools are reviewing
their provision)



Keyll Darree AV Refresh – to improve
connectivity and provide a better learning
experience

What’s coming next?




Records digitisation for DESC
Student Awards Phase 2
Document management system for the
department, secondary schools and UCM
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LAW AND ORDER
The nature of crime continues to change with
criminals increasingly relying on sophisticated
technology to identify, prepare for and undertake
criminal activity.



Although we take great pride in our Island being a
safe and caring community the criminal justice
system was largely paper bound and supported by
manual processes.
The Law and Order Digital Programme focusses on
addressing the evolving technology sophistication,
actively working towards significantly reducing
paper and delivering technology to improve front
line operations across all law and order agencies.



Courts – new audio recording, video
conferencing and digital presentation
functionality in both courts and supporting
remote locations
Prison and Probation – core systems and
supporting infrastructure refreshed where
needed and new digital intervention platform to
provide key educational and cognitive
behavioural packages (to reduce levels of
reoffending)

What’s coming next?


Courts and Tribunals Case Management System
– replacing the current case management system
and introducing a solution covering all Courts
and Tribunals enhancing current processes,
improving efficiency and levels of public service



Courts and Tribunals Services Online –
identifying what services, including application
form submissions and payments, can also be
made available/extended online



Police, Strategic Partnership – once the core
CONNECT system is in place, this will open up
the opportunity to extend the platform to further
automate constabulary processes and free up
further resources to front line policing.
Initiatives are likely to include:

What are we working on?


What have we achieved?


Police, best use of technology – a number of
initiatives have been successfully trialled
including access to drones, continued trial of
ANPR and the procurement process for a formal
roll out of Body Worn Video Cameras which are
expected to also contribute towards deescalation of public order incidents and reduced
custody/court time through earlier guilty pleas



Police Core System – new core policing IT
platform, CONNECT, is at an advanced stage
with over 150 officers receiving training to date
ensuring both best use of technology and
continued alignment to British Policing, and also
delivers the foundation for mobile working
which will free up valuable resources to front line
policing
Attorney Generals Chambers – the Police
CONNECT Project also delivers shared capability,
the ability to share case files securely and
digitally and work is also underway to further
digitise prosecution management processes

 a handheld mobile policing solution
 a digital asset/evidence management system

 introducing a facility to allow the public to
report crime, submit evidence and be kept
informed securely online
 partnership working, to support the
constabulary to work even more
collaboratively and securely with partner
agencies to keep people safe
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WELFARE, TAX AND BENEFITS
Before the Digital Strategy, Treasury had already
established digital systems supporting VAT and
personal income tax, allowing the customer full
transparency of their transactions through online
services. There was however further digital
opportunities to simplify and connect corporate
and individual services, and modernise aging
technologies and systems to further embrace
digital principles and capabilities.

What have we achieved?




Treasury Target Operating Model – in 2017
Treasury extended their digital programme to
review its functions and services, creating their
target operating model resulting in the Treasury
Change Programme which commits to delivering
key digital capability for modernisation over many
years



MiCard benefits roll out – Micard was developed
by IOM Post Office, working with Treasury Social
Security Division, to digitise benefit payments and
maintain government disbursement payments
through the Retail Network



Tax simplified online enrolment – resulted in a
significant increase in personal online tax returns

What are we working on?




Change Programme - the Treasury Change
programme will:







change are joined up maximising investment and
benefits

ensure that the requirements for digital
systems will be more technically open and
amenable to further development and
enhancement
be extendable and adaptable to future need
align to the vision and strategic aims of the
Isle of Man Government’s Digital Strategy

Treasury system review – an IT programme of
change incorporated into the Treasury Change
Programme so that technology and business





international reputational status can continue to be
met



Corporate Tax Return – delivery of a new
corporate tax return to meet the commitment
made by the Chief Minster in November 2017 to
address concerns raised by the EU that the Isle of
Man did not have a 'legal substance requirement
for entities doing business in or through the
jurisdiction'.

What’s coming next?


Benefits Payments System refresh – delivering a
stabilised and modern platform to meet current
and future development needs and enable digital
services

Online Services – improve and increase the volume
of automation and self-service transactions
available to customers using joined-up online
government portal



Indirect Taxation System Replacement – to
provide a fit for purpose, modernised and
supportable solution that mitigates the technology
risks inherent with the current aging systems

Common Service Architecture - stabilise and
evaluate options for using common service
architecture for IT systems across all current
functions



Secure organisational change – creating a lean,
open, transparent culture to protect the financial
future of the Isle of Man



Customer needs – improve Treasury’s
understanding of the customers current and future
needs to inform the change programmes service
improvements and efficiencies

National Insurance Contributions System –
specification and business case work underway for
a replacement system to deliver digital
improvements to current standards
Tax International Providers Service – review to
ensure that the ever growing, high profile
international tax transparency obligations with
other nation states which are integral to the Islands
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ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
The Digital Strategy for the Environment &
Infrastructure has invested on improving customer
outcomes and delivering a richer customer
experience of using key digital public services.

Key front line staff who require mobile working
have been equipped with digital technology to
minimise travel time and maximise productivity.
Work remains focused to continually improve the
customer experience and invest in operational
efficiency and mobile working. The digitisation of
our Island’s heritage resources are now also
included in this Digital Programme.



Fleet Management System – used to maintain
Government’s fleet of 1000+ vehicles spread across
multiple agencies



Smart Cards – digital ticketing as passengers can
use smart cards on bus and rail benefitting from
reduced fares, and also use contactless bank cards
on journeys



Dial a Ride System – book, schedule and despatch
vehicles for a range of services including patients
requiring transport for health care and a trial for on
-demand airport minibus
Driving & Vehicles – test booking and
administration (theory and practical tests) back
office application deployed

Online Planning Applications – online submission
of planning and building control applications
alongside a personalised planning notification
service reducing response times and improving
service transparency



Heritage Inventories – electronic system to allow
users to create and manage heritage information



Bus Wi-Fi – enable unlimited broadband browsing
for passengers



Report a Problem – upgraded service to deliver an
enhanced customer service experience



Online journey planner – provides bus passengers
with a quick and easy solution to plan journeys and
live bus tracking service



Platform for public sector housing –
administration and maintenance of public sector
houses on the Island



Shared Housing Lists – solution delivered in
partnership with Local Authorities to manage
shared public sector housing waiting lists



Airport Management System – upgrade the flight
information display system





Building Information Modelling – enables internal
staff and external consultants to digitally
collaborate effectively on shared projects

Digital Drivers and Vehicles – modernisation of
Driving, and Vehicle licence systems and online
services.



Call Management – implementation of a Highways
call management system.

What have we achieved?




What’s coming next?


Highways Mapping – accessibility of highways
mapped data including visibility of highway
network information to the public

What are we working on?



Online Vehicle Tax – the service was simplified and
31% of customers conveniently now renew vehicle
duty online



Forestry Management System – electronic
monitoring and reporting in order to achieve FSC
accreditation in respect to forest sustainability



Fallen stock - digitise the processes for recording
and reporting of animal waste including mobile
working for operatives at collection sites



Vehicle registration search online – benefits both
the motor trade and the public involved in the
buying or selling of pre-owned vehicles



Building Control Mobile – electronic case
management so officers can complete inspections
onsite and quickly update back end systems



Traffic Management – deployment of traffic
management systems
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ECONOMY AND REGISTRIES
In 2017 the Department for Enterprise was reformed with
a clear and single purpose – “Creating the environment,
through innovation and collaboration, for the economy
to thrive.”
Much of this involves attracting businesses to the Island
and allowing them to flourish, a fundamental component
of the Vision 2020 strategy, but much of it is also
ensuring that the way Government interacts with
business and citizens is efficient and modern.
In the corporate world, digital services are increasingly no
longer a choice but a necessity and the Digital Strategy is
important in the Department’s ultimate pursuit of long
term sustainable economic growth.

What have we achieved?
Aircraft Registry – Full digital registration and inspection
solution with online payments and integration with
Governments core finance application.
Ship Registry – Enhancements to its Digital platform
(MAVIS) including Registration, Inspections, Digital
Certification & Digital signatures (Globalsign), Online
Seafarer Certification, Online Client Finance Package and
Integration with Governments core finance application,
Online Payments. In recognition of its digital services
amongst other service and regulatory excellence - the
registry has been awarded best Shipping Registry for 2019
(World Commerce Review).
Destination Isle of Man – A new platform to service the
Isle of Man for visitors, business and local activities, with a
monthly average of 75,000 site visits and a peak at 122,500
during May 2018.
Work Permits Transformation – New online system to
allow applications to be processed far more

efficiently. This has handled the increased online
applications and resulted in >90% application being
processed and returned on the same or next
day. Recognised as a significant improvement for both the
customers and the Department.

Business Development Processes – implementing a
revised central customer relationship management system
where the Department supports businesses to ultimately
improve the customer experience and further simplify our
applications processes for financial assistance

Companies Registry – In 2016 the Department launched
the first service for company formation – allowing 2006
companies to be created in under 20 minutes.
Subsequently the Department successfully launched the
online filing for beneficial ownership details and the
Department is now turning its attention back to the basic
processes such as annual returns and forms with a view to
the next stage of digital services coming on board in 2019.

Civil Registration – introducing an electronic register for
Births, Deaths and Marriages

What are we working on?

Motorsport Event and Timing System – transformation
and modernisation of the core system to improve resiliency
and visitor and fan experience.

Land Registry System Replacement – providing a new
platform which uses the latest mapping solutions and will
be fully available online for advocates and end users to
improve transparency and efficiency in property
transactions
Deeds Registry – using the foundations from the new land
registry system we are now planning a staged backscan of
decade’s worth of deeds and wills – relating to property
and other assets on the Island with the aim to be ultimately
available as a digital service.
Ship Registry – continued investment in and improvements
to the full platform
Companies Registry - digital services for annual returns
and the main forms used across all registers.

New Motorsport Website, Ticking and ecommerce
solution – new site with fresh feel, functionality and new
sales platform.

What’s coming next?

Public Records Office Digital Archive Solution – proving a
secure way to process and store digital records for future
preservation.
Companies Registry – strategic review to implement
further online services and improve new and existing
customer journeys to simplify the “Start a Business” journey
across the whole of Government linking into the Smart
Service Framework.
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MYGOV.IM
Our customers now expect to be able to access
services and manage their personal information
online. This is the way of life for an ever
increasing proportion of our citizens.
Government online services continue to
accelerate. For example in 2018, 44% of
individuals filed their income tax returns
electronically, saving time for both the customer
and Treasury officers.

What have we achieved?




Growth in online services – the number of
online services has continued to grow and
now includes:
 Companies Register Beneficial Ownership
 Portal for Student Awards
 Civil Registry Notifications of Births and
Deaths
 Vehicle Search
 Freedom of Information Disclosure Log
 Legal Aid Calculator
 New Office of Human Resources website
Compliance with PCI DSS (Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard) – to ensure
continuing compliance with PCI DSS, TLS 1.0
clients have been removed from all gov.im
and services pages



ASP.NET MVC Upgrade – core technology for
online platforms has been upgraded in
preparation of the next phase of online
services. ASP.NET MVC is a standard
framework for developing software.



Rewrite Vehicle Tax – to bring the service up
to a modern standard and use the latest
technology, the service has been completely
redeveloped



Micro-service for Auditing – as part of the
upgrade of common services, Audit has been
redeveloped

What are we working on?


Highways Online Services – a new series of
online services for Drivers and Vehicles



Work Permits Portal – improved online portal
for Work Permit Applications



Corporate Tax Rewrite – requires
modernisation and redesign in order to meet
international tax standards on tax
transparency, fair taxation and compliance as
well as additional information in relation to a
company’s EU substance in the Isle of Man



Land and Deeds Services – a new set of
online services are under development to
support the procurement of new platforms for
Land and Deeds

What’s coming next?


Redevelopment and modernisation of
gov.im – upgrade and update content
management system



Gov.im as a platform – myGOV.IM will be a
foundational component of Government as a
Platform and the Smart Services Programme



FSA / GSC Online Services – new online
portals to support the procurement of new
regulatory systems

Online Services Performance 2017/18
Gov.im Visits

7,214,128

New Online Registrations

15,032

Logins

547,714

Number of Payments

134,286

Value of Payments

£40,275,987
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PRODUCTIVITY

TRANSPARENCY
AND DEMOCRACY

Digital working delivers significant
financial savings and improved
services. The internal digital
journey has accelerated at pace,
delivering projects that support
our people and our suppliers.
Removing paper and manual
processes from our back office
allows us to transition to front
office services so we can better
support our customers and staff.

Trust, transparency and democracy
are at the heart of Governments’
agendas across the world. Our
journey to harness digital channels
to communicate and engage with
the public is well underway.



What are we working on?


What have we achieved?


Automated Payroll – a fully
automated monthly payroll for
over 9,000 staff with 99.6%
accuracy in the first month of
go-live



E-procurement Portal –
reducing paper and improving
processes



E-requisition Portal – pilot
completed now undertaking a
staged roll out

Vehicle management implementation of vehicle
tracking systems and incident
recording systems

People Information
Programme Employee &
Manager Self-Service Online
Portals – removing paper
forms and payslips, giving
employees the online tools to
manage their own data and
absences, and providing
managers with online tools to
help them manage their teams

What’s coming next?


People Information
Programme phase 2 –
including recruitment, case
management and learning &
development portals

What’s coming next?


Electoral Register – online /
text and phone return options



Citizen Register – evaluation
delivered and moved towards
Smart Services

implementation of inter-related
projects


Electoral Register Solution –
allowing individual based
electoral role for 2021 election



Jury List – a robust jury list with
supporting processes



Demographics – Smart Services
allowing improved
management information for
demographic analysis

What are we working on?


Smart Services Business Case –
to be laid before Tynwald in
January 2019.

Smart Services Programme –
to deliver the Tynwald
approved commitment to
develop a smart services
framework for ‘...designing and

building a single identifying
record for an individual across
different Government systems‘
including the co-ordination and

What have we achieved?
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DIGITAL STRATEGY FUND
The digital strategy fund is used to enable large initiatives that have at least a
one to one return on cashable and non cashable public value benefits.
The benefits are shared between re-seeding the digital strategy fund for future

initiatives, a return to Treasury to help meet the medium term financial plan
savings targets and the sponsoring department of the initiative. A proportion
of benefits is held to provide ongoing support, maintenance and licences for
the digital solutions.

Costs
Digital Strategy Funding

£6,544,661

Non cashable benefits have been valued by using the Manchester New
Economy model. This model estimates the cost of providing public services by
collating data from government sources and can be used to estimate

Benefits

efficiencies and other benefits that are not immediately cashable.

Digital Platforms & Solutions

£2,681,680

The costs and benefits include benefits locked into future budgets

Digital Strategy

£4,172,464

The financial position has been based on the significant digital strategy

Treasury

£2,186,451

projects and include:

Business Units

£2,119,639

Total Cashable Benefits

£11,880,232

Total Indirect Benefits

£25,735,187



Police core system



HR core system



Digital health record



Electronic prescriptions and medicines administration



Expansion of digital requests and results for healthcare tests



Community care common platform



Public sector housing



Clinical assessments and noting



Drivers and vehicles
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